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Susan Bernstein, Mary Ann Dunkin and Adrienne Foley Massage is an umbrella term covering many different healing techniques and philosophies. In general, massage is a manipulation of the skin of the body, muscles and connective tissue, usually by hands, but also with mechanical tools applied to the surface of the body. Massage can be relaxing and
soothing, or rough and intense, depending on the type of massage involved. When choosing a type of massage for arthritis, moderate pressure is key because it stimulates pressure receptors under the skin that transmit signals to the brain that relieve pain and reduce stress neurochemicals like serotonin, said Tiffany Field, Ph.D., a research psychologist at
the University of Miami Medical School. Any type of full-body massage, which includes moderate blood pressure, including self-massage, should help relieve arthritis pain and relieve tension, she says. Basic types of massage Before receiving any type of massage, consult your doctor to make sure the massage is safe for your arthritis and any other ailments
that you may have. And be sure to tell your masseur that you have arthritis, and point out the specific joints that suffer, prior to your session. Swedish massage. Swedish massage is the most common type of massage, and what many people think about when they hear the term massage. Swedish massage involves long, fluid stroking of muscles and tissues,
and is designed to reduce soreness and stiffness in muscles and joints to reduce anxiety and improve circulation. Therapists can regulate the pressure according to your sensitivity and usually use oil or lotion. Deep tissue massage. Deep tissue massage focuses on the manipulations of both the upper and deeper layers of muscles and tissues, often requiring
intense, focused pressure from the therapist. Deep tissue massage is designed to eliminate severe tension or pain in muscles and connective tissues. Deep tissue massage can cause lingering soreness, so it may be inappropriate for some people with arthritis. Massage with a hot stone. Offered on many spa day, hot stone massage includes placing smooth,
heated stones on your back as you lie on your stomach. Hot stones send soothing heat to muscles and tissues, releasing tension and promoting relaxation. Other forms include cold stones, which can help muscle pain from exercise-related injuries or swelling. Some therapists can use both hot and cold stones for contrast or for various healing purposes.
Myofascial liberation. Myofascial release aims to relieve pain by manipulating the fascia, the connective tissue that surrounds blood vessels and nerves. During myofascial release, the therapist stretches and releases these connective tissues, gently rolling the skin back and forth on the back, legs and other areas of the body. Body. Rolfing. Rolfing is similar to
myofascial release, and is part of a healing philosophy called structural integration. Rolfing involves moving the body to certain positions and manipulating the fascia of tissues. Rolfing strives not only to help alleviate pain and relaxation, but also to restore posture and range of motion. Shiatsu. Shiatsu is a Japanese massage technique widely performed in
the United States. Shiatsu therapists put pressure on specific points of the body, using fingers and palms in continuous, rhythmic movements. Like other Asian massage and healing philosophies, shiatsu is thought to restore the flow of qi, or healthy energy, in the body. No oils are used and usually you stay fully clothed during the shiatsu. Massage trigger
then points. Trigger point massage is designed to relieve pain in certain areas of the body by applying pressure or vibration at myofascial trigger points. Trigger therapy is a point that involves injections in trigger points should only be performed in clinical settings such as a doctor's office, or physiotherapy or chiropractic office. Trigger points are points in the
muscles where nodes can form, and precise pressure is designed to relax these nodes and relieve pain. Take a massage. When your time or budget does not allow for a professional massage, sometimes you have to take matters into your own hands. Self-massage kneads your own sore joints, pressure points or muscles with the help of hands, joints,
elbows or massage tools. Massage tools can be mechanized to offer warmth or vibration, or you can create your own help with household items like tennis balls or a rolling pin, says Field. Massage is difficult to reach areas such as spin can be difficult, but self massage works well for pain in the legs, knees, calves, arms, neck or arms. The practice of selfmassage on a regular basis will improve your overall comfort and increase the range of motion in arthritis joints, says Bob McAtee, massage therapist and owner of Pro-Active Massage Therapy in Colorado Springs. If you want to try your hand at self massage, McAtee recommends starting with large, vigorous strokes to help warm up and prepare your
muscles, followed by fewer accurate strokes to target specific areas. Applying oil or lotion to the skin makes sliding or sliding strokes easier to perform and applying heat to self massage can help muscles relax and feel better as you work them out. Even if you regularly receive professional massage therapy, self-massage between these sessions will help
expand the benefits of your massage, he says. Our editors self-research, test, and recommend the best products; You can learn more about our review process We may receive commissions for purchases made from our Links. , facial massage. There's nothing quite like sticking in while your skin and facial muscles are being treated for their best vacation
ever. While an effective facial massage can turn a bad day into a good one, it also has many skin care benefits. From encouraging circulation to relieving tension, facial massage allows your face to relax and your complexion to glow. But what happens when you can't get it on time or find the means to get a massage? Well, you give yourself one. More and
more brands are launching various facial massagers - from rollers to stones in bars, so now everything you need for a big facial massage at home is one of the tools and some practice. Below, our favorite facial massagers that are so easy to use, you will give yourself a massage every night. Double-end globes provide intense kneading along the natural
contours of your skin. The shape is great for targeting the jaw area ideal for those who are dealing with a sore jaw or who grind at night as it rolls smoothly but deep above the bone. In addition, reviewers love how the roller feels cold on the skin, providing a nice, tightening feel. Aside from being an ultra-chic addition to your vanity line, this 24-carat goldinfused sculpture bar gives you a fresh, bright complexion after just 10-15 minutes of use. The subtle vibrations essentially work off the skin, allowing it to breathe and become stimulated. Make sure to roll the sculptural bar from the bottom of the face up, which helps to give the raised look. If you're battling inflammation, whether from pulling all night or having
one too many glasses of wine, you know it can be challenging to get rid of. Throw your freezer spoons because this double-sided jade roller is going to change your life. Made from ethically mined stones, this roller is naturally cold, although we recommend popping it in the fridge for a few minutes to help increase circulation. Use a longer side for larger areas
like your cheekbones, and a shorter side for around the delicate area of the eye. I keep almost all my tension in my face, and because of this, my facial muscles need extra care. Offered in three stones - jade, pink quartz, and amethyst- these relaxers are great at massaging these problem areas. To use this stone, you use the edge to scratch the skin from
the middle of the face outwards, make sure to use the oil for the face in advance. The best part of this tool is the other end of the stone, which has two grooves that perfectly match the contours of the jaw. This electric tool provides a sound vibration massage to bring the skin back to life. As we get older, we lose this elasticity and elasticity, can lead to the
drooping of our skin. Luckily for us, the amethyst stone head of this massager provides 6000 pulses per minute to help lift and sculpt your complexion. One reviewer likes to use this tool tool Apply her skin care products, especially her eye cream as the stone provides a chilling sensation. This interesting kind of tool is modeled after the brand's signature
facelift. Created with eight wheels and 48 knots, it glides with ease and gives light pressure that energizes the skin. It also supports lymphatic drainage, which helps reduce puffiness and skin congestion. In addition, we love that you can also use this tool on the neck area to help lift the skin from the neckline up. The shape of the butterfly itself will lead to the
fact that you will be obsessed, but we promise that there is more than meets the eye with this beautiful stone. Made from the healing crystal of pink quartz, the wings are designed to contour the facial muscles to help relieve facial stress and tension. With consistent use, you will also find your fine lines and wrinkles smoothed. To prevent dragging on the skin,
prepare the skin with oil or serum before use. This gold kit includes two facial massage therapists: one 3D roller and the other a T-shaped bar. We love that the shape of the 3D roller is perfect for every part of your body - one reviewer likes to give her feet a lymphatic massage, while the T bar provides a deep vibrating sensation to lift and tighten. We
recommend using bar T for areas where you see visible lines and wrinkles and bringing 3D roller to tense muscles. Courtesy e.l.f. Cosmetics This small portable device is a pretty mighty-flexible silicone tip to vibrate and massage against the skin. Although it is a gentle vibration, it is still a deep cleansing, squeezing out dirt and debris, giving your skin the
need to knead. The shape of the pyramid makes it easy to get every angle, including under the eye and around the nose. Bonus: This product can be used with your favorite detergent, so you can cleanse and massage your skin at the same time. It's time.
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